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Spectral analyses are employed to investigate how the diurnal periodicity of the critical frequency of the
sporadic E (Es) layer varies with solar activity. The study is based on ionograms recorded at the iono-
spheric station of Rome (41.8°N, 12.5°E), Italy, from 1976 to 2009, a period of time covering three solar
cycles. It was confirmed that the diurnal periodicity is always affected by an amplitude modulation with
periods of several days, which is the proof that Es layers are affected indirectly by planetary waves
through their nonlinear interaction with atmospheric tides at lower altitudes. The most striking features
coming out from this study is however that this amplitude modulation is greater for high-solar activity
than for low-solar activity.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The mid-latitude sporadic E (Es) layers, whose characteristics
have been deeply studied (see reviews by Whitehead (1989),
Mathews (1998), and Haldoupis (2011, 2012), are thin and dense
layers of plasma forming mostly between 90 and 130 km of alti-
tude, an ionospheric region characterized by complicated dy-
namics and nonlinear plasma processes; the Es phenomenon is
itself representative of the complex coupling between the neutral
atmosphere and the ionosphere which occurs right in this region.

It is believed that the formation of Es is caused by vertical wind
shears in the neutral horizontal winds. In fact, this particular wind
geometry, along with the combined action of ion-neutral colli-
sional coupling and geomagnetic Lorentz forcing, can compel the
long-lived metallic ions to move vertically and converge into
dense and thin plasma layers; these layers are typically located
close to the convergence node of the neutral horizontal wind
vertical profile. This vertical wind-shear mechanism was for-
mulated in the early sixties studies mostly associated with atmo-
spheric gravity waves (Whitehead, 1961; Axford, 1963; Chimonas
and Axford, 1968). Additional studies by Fujitaka and Tohmatsu
(1973), Wilkinson et al. (1992), and Szuszczewicz et al. (1995),
based on ionosonde data, established the importance of the tidal
wave (TW) influence on Es. The Es dynamics control by TWs was
Pezzopane),
rella@ingv.it (M. Pietrella).
investigated also by Haldoupis et al. (2006), who proposed a new
methodology named height–time–intensity (HTI), which has been
recently used also by Pignalberi et al. (2014) and Oikonomou et al.
(2014).

More recently, it has been recognized also the importance of
planetary waves (PWs), that set up a horizontal wind-shear me-
chanism causing a plasma accumulation in areas of positive vor-
ticity, as formulated by Shalimov et al. (1999) and Shalimov and
Haldoupis (2002), and then verified by Haldoupis and Pancheva
(2002) and Pancheva et al. (2003). These kind of waves are global
oscillations of neutral atmosphere at periods of about 2, 5, 10 and
16 days, also called Rossby normal modes (Holton, 1975; Forbes,
1995). They are mainly of tropospheric origin and can penetrate
directly to height slightly above 100 km as it was theoretically
proposed by Charney and Drazin (1961), and Dickinson (1968), and
experimentally verified by Pancheva and Mukhtarov (2000).

Haldoupis et al. (2004) found an amplitude modulation, with
periods of days, of the diurnal periodicity characterizing the Es
critical frequency of the ordinary mode of propagation (foEs) time
series, and they associated this phenomenon to a nonlinear in-
teraction between TWs and PWs concurrently present at low al-
titudes. Similar results were also found by Sauli and Bourdillon
(2008) and Pignalberi et al. (2015). This nonlinear wave interaction
was formulated by Teitelbaum and Vial (1991) and verified in
neutral atmospheric winds studies (Beard et al., 1999; Pancheva
et al., 2000; Pancheva, 2000; Pancheva and Mukhtarov, 2000).

This paper is based on foEs measurements recorded at the io-
nospheric station of Rome (41.8°N, 12.5°E), Italy, over the years
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Table 2
The occurrence percentage of the various types (f, l, c and h) of Es recorded between
the day 155 at 00:00 UT and the day 240 at 07:00 UT, for the whole data set from
1976 to 2009.

Total
ionograms

Ionograms
with Es

Es type
“c”

Es type
“h”

Es type
“l”

Es type “f”

65,003 57,123 25,131
(�44%)

1368
(�2%)

7736
(�14%)

22,888
(�40%)
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from 1976 to 2009, a period of time including the solar cycles 21,
22, and 23.

This work shows and discusses the fact that the amplitude
modulation characterizing the foEs diurnal periodicity is greater
for high-solar activity than for low-solar activity. Section 2 de-
scribes how the data analysis has been carried out and illustrates
the corresponding results. The discussion of the results and the
conclusions are the subject of Section 3.
2. Data analysis and results

The data set considered in this study is constituted by hourly
values of foEs recorded at the ionospheric station of Rome (Italy,
41.8°N, 12.5°E) from 1976 to 2009, a period of time including three
solar cycles, with 4 minima and 3 maxima of solar activity. The
whole data set was validated according to the URSI (International
Union of Radio Science) standard (Piggott and Rawer, 1972). Data
were downloaded from the electronic Space Weather upper at-
mosphere (eSWua) database (http://www.eswua.ingv.it/) (Romano
et al., 2008). As indicator of the solar activity the index F10.7 is
considered, and Table 1 shows the maximum and minimum values
of F10.7 of the solar cycles involved in our analysis.

It must be underlined that during the analyzed period there
was no change of ionosonde from the classical one to the DPS4
digisonde (Bibl and Reinisch, 1978), which could have led to a
significant decrease of foEs average values (Lastovicka et al., 2012).
The foEs values were all validated from traces recorded by classical
ionosondes, which cannot tag the different polarization char-
acterizing the two different modes of propagation of the electro-
magnetic wave. A VOS-1 chirp ionosonde produced by the Barry
Research Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, USA (Barry Research Cor-
poration, 1975) sounded from January 1976 to November 2004,
and then it was replaced by an AIS-INGV ionosonde (Zuccheretti
et al., 2003), for which the ionograms were validated by using the
Interpre software (Pezzopane, 2004). This means that the foEs
validated time series considered in this study represent a reliable
and homogeneous data set.

Specifically, foEs hourly values between the day 155 at 00:00
UT and the day 240 at 07:00 UT, were considered for each year,
both because it is known that Es layer is most pronounced in
summertime (e.g. Haldoupis et al., 2007; Pietrella and Bianchi,
2009; Pignalberi et al., 2014), and also because in this way the
available values for each year are 2048, a multiple of 2, which is a
constraint of the wavelet transform algorithm used in our study, to
avoid edge problems and cut problems. Another constraint of the
wavelet transform algorithm is the completeness of the time ser-
ies; this is why the foEs data gaps, caused by the absence of the
layer, were filled with the corresponding monthly mean values.
However, for each of the considered years, for the period June–
August, the cases of ionograms not showing the presence of an Es
layer are few; with regard to this issue, the reader can refer to the
eSWua database and view (after registering) the foEs daily plots of
June, July, and August, of the “Rome Validated Data” section, for all
the years from 1976 to 2009. Table 2 shows the occurrence per-
centage of the various types of Es traces, f(lat), l(ow), c(usp) and h
Table 1
Months of lowest and highest solar activity for solar cycles 21, 22, 23, and 24 with
the corresponding value of the solar index F10.7.

Solar cycle Lowest solar activity Highest solar activity

21 Jun 1976 (F10.7¼72.7) Dec 1979 (F10.7¼207.5)
22 Sep 1986 (F10.7¼72.8) Jul 1989 (F10.7¼201.4)
23 May 1996 (F10.7¼69.6) Apr 2000 (F10.7¼164.7)
24 Dec 2008 (F10.7¼64.9)
(igh), recorded between the day 155 at 00:00 UT and the day 240
at 07:00 UT, for the whole data set from 1976 to 2009.

The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) technique was em-
ployed to obtain a temporal characterization of the periodicities
imprinted in foEs, and it was applied for years of low- and high-
solar activity to explore a possible dependence on solar cycle
variability. The corresponding wavelet spectrograms of Fig. 1 show
that, for all the considered years, foEs is characterized both by a
diurnal periodicity and by a semidiurnal periodicity, with the
former which is by far better-defined than the latter; moreover,
the diurnal periodicity appears more intense for years of high-
solar activity (see the years 1981, 1989, 1990, and 2000) than for
years of low-solar activity (see the years 1987, 1996, and 2009).
Fig. 1 shows also the appearance of periodicities that correspond
more or less to the normal Rossby modes of planetary waves.
Specifically, the spectrograms show: significant periodicities be-
tween 5 and 10 days for the low-solar activity years 1976, 1986,
1987, 1996, and for the high-solar activity years 1981, 1989, 2000;
significant periodicities between 10 and 16 days for the low-solar
activity years 1976, 1986, 1997, and for the high-solar activity years
1981, 2000; significant periodicities greater than 16 days for the
low-solar activity years 1996, 1997, and for the high-solar activity
years 1981, 1986, 1989, 1990, 2000, and 2001. Overall, Fig. 1 shows
that PW periodicity amplitudes are more intense for high-solar
activity than for low-solar activity (with regard to this, one can
compare for instance the periodicities between 5 and 10 days of
the years 1981 and 2000 with the corresponding ones of the years
1976 and 1996, especially from day 155 to about day 200). Fig. 1
shows also that the diurnal periodicity is amplitude modulated,
with a period of several days, and an interesting feature pointed
out by Fig. 1 is that this amplitude modulation is greater for high-
solar activity (see the years 1989, 1990, and 2000) than for low-
solar activity (see the years 1987, 1996, and 2009).

To deeper investigate how the foEs is affected by tidal and
planetary periodicities, amplitude spectra of the foEs time series of
each considered year, for periodicities between 2 and 36 h, and for
periodicities between 1.5 and 20 days, were respectively computed
through a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectral analysis and a
Windowed Fourier Transform (WFT) spectral analysis. The differ-
ent choice of spectral analysis is because the two wave phenom-
ena have different characteristics. It is known in fact that tidal
waves influence continuously Es layers with diurnal and semi-
diurnal periodicities (Haldoupis et al., 2004, 2006) and then can be
considered as a stationary phenomenon; on the contrary, plane-
tary waves influence Es layers only for a definite time (typically of
a few weeks) with periods similar to those of the normal Rossby
modes, and then they can be considered as transient phenomena.
Figs. 2–4 show the results of the aforementioned analyses for the
years 1996, 2000, and 2009, respectively. These figures show that
the foEs time series presents a pronounced diurnal variability, with
the corresponding 72 h running mean (the red tick line in Figs. 2a,
3a, and 4a) which is amplitude modulated with periods from a few
to several days; moreover, as expected, the FFT amplitude spectra
(Figs. 2b, 3b, and 4b) are dominated by two narrow spectral peaks
at 12 and 24 h that greatly exceed the 95% level of confidence
independently of the solar activity. The WFT amplitude spectra of

http://www.eswua.ingv.it/


Fig. 1. CWT spectrograms, grouped by solar cycle, of the foEs hourly values recorded between the day 155 at 00:00 UT and the day 240 at 07:00 UT for some years of low-
solar activity (1976, 1986, 1987, 1996, 1997, 2007, 2008, and 2009) and high-solar activity (1981, 1989, 1990, 2000, and 2001), for periods ranging from a few hours to 30 days.
In the upper left corner of each spectrogram, the corresponding year and yearly mean value of F10.7 are typed. Horizontal dashed white lines highlight the tidal periodicities
at 12 and 24 h. Horizontal dashed black lines highlight planetary periodicities at 2, 5, 10, and 16 days.
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Fig. 2. (a) foEs hourly values recorded at Rome in 1996 between the day 155 at
00:00 UT and the day 240 at 07:00 UT (the tick red line represents the 72 h running
mean). (b) FFT amplitude spectrum of the foEs time series shown in (a) for periods
ranging between 3 and 36 h. (c) WFT amplitude spectrum of the foEs time series
shown in (a) for periods ranging between 1.5 and 20 days. The horizontal dashed
lines in (b) and (c) indicate the corresponding 95% level of confidence. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the year 2000. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Figs. 2c, 3c, and 4c, show instead that PW periodicities embedded
in the foEs time series depend on the solar activity; in fact, by
comparing the 1996 and 2000 WFT spectra, one sees that the peak
amplitudes are greater in 2000, which is a year of high-solar ac-
tivity, but most of all the WFT spectrum of 2009 (a year of pro-
longed low-solar activity) shows no peak exceeding the 95% level
of confidence. The same feature is also perceivable by looking at
the 72 h running means of Figs. 2a, 3a, and 4a that present and
amplitude modulation which is more pronounced in 2000 (high-
solar activity) than in 1996 (low-solar activity), and almost absent
in 2009 (prolonged low-solar activity).



Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 but for the year 2009. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3. Discussion and conclusions

The CWT spectrograms of Fig. 1 show that, for all the con-
sidered years, the foEs characteristic presents a well-defined
diurnal periodicity. This is quite expected, since the Es layer is
characterized by a daily cycle, due to the photoionization process
caused by the Sun radiation, for which the daytime layer is usually
stronger than the nighttime one. However, the foEs diurnal peri-
odicity visible both in Fig. 1, and also in the FFT spectra of Figs. 2b,
3b, and 4b, is also due to the influence that tidal waves have on the
vertical wind-shear mechanism, on which the Es formation is
based (Lindzen and Chapman, 1969; Fujitaka and Tohmatsu, 1973;
Wilkinson et al., 1992; Mathews et al., 1993; Forbes, 1995;
Szuszczewicz et al., 1995; Haldoupis, 2011, 2012; Pignalberi et al.,
2014). Hence, actually, the clear 24 h periodicity characterizing the
foEs time series is due to a mixing of two causes: the photo-
ionization process triggered by the Sun which causes the Es daily
cycle, and the effect that tidal waves have on the Es layer, through
the wind-shear mechanism.

At the same time, Fig. 1 shows also the appearance of peri-
odicities that correspond more or less to the normal Rossby modes
of planetary waves. Fig. 1 shows that PW periodicity amplitudes
are more intense for high-solar activity than for low-solar activity;
for instance, if we compare the periodicities between 5 and 10
days of the years 1981 and 2000 (years of high-solar activity) with
the corresponding ones of the years 1976 and 1996 (years of low-
solar activity), we can see that the corresponding intensities are
higher for high-solar activity than for low-solar activity, especially
from day 155 to about day 200. This feature is strengthened by the
WFT spectral plots of Figs. 2c, 3c, and 4c, calculated on the foEs
time series of years 1996, 2000, and 2009, showing that the higher
the solar activity the higher the PW peak amplitudes; concerning
this, the most striking feature highlighted by the WFT plots is the
absence of peaks exceeding the 95% level of confidence in 2009, a
year of prolonged low-solar activity.

With regard to Fig. 2 it is worth noting that the corresponding
results are very similar to those shown in Fig. 1 of Haldoupis et al.
(2004), although the analyses are based on data recorded at dif-
ferent ionospheric stations. In particular, Haldoupis et al. (2004)
showed that, besides the dominant and known 24 h and 12 h tidal
periodicities, there is also a weaker terdiurnal (8-hour) oscillation
embedded in the foEs time series, and they interpreted the am-
plitude modulation suffered by these three periodicities in terms
of the nonlinear interaction between tidal waves and planetary
waves. Also the FFT spectrum of Fig. 2b, alike the one shown in
Fig. 1 of Haldoupis et al. (2004), shows a terdiurnal oscillation
which is above the 95% level of confidence, confirming that also
this periodicity can affect the Es dynamics. The present work is
however focused on the 24 h periodicity, the 12 h and the 8 h
periodicities are out of the scope of the analysis here described.

The amplitude modulation suffered by the diurnal periodicity,
with periods of several days, and experimentally pointed out both
by Haldoupis et al. (2004) and by Pignalberi et al. (2015), is sig-
nificantly highlighted in Fig. 1, as well as in Figs. 2a, 3a, and 4a.
According to the theory of Teitelbaum and Vial (1991), this am-
plitude modulation is caused by a nonlinear interaction between
tidal and planetary waves. As demonstrated by Teitelbaum and
Vial (1991), besides modulating the signal amplitude, the non-
linear interaction mechanism gives also rise to secondary waves,
causing in the spectrum the appearance of sidebands around the
TW periodicity, for frequencies equal to the sum and difference of
the primary wave interacting frequencies. In order to look for
these secondary peaks, according to Pignalberi et al. (2015), FFT
spectra were calculated on foEs time series associated to the
diurnal periodicity, that were extracted and filtered from the
corresponding spectrograms shown in Fig. 1, according to the
following two steps: (a) the wavelet coefficients with periods from
20 to 28 h were selected; (b) the inverse wavelet transform was
applied to these coefficients in order to extract the signal related
to the diurnal periodicity. Fig. 5 shows the FFT amplitude spec-
trum, for periods ranging from 16 to 32 h, of the foEs time series
extracted and filtered from the spectrogram of 2000 (high-solar
activity) of Fig. 1, according to the aforementioned two steps. This
figure points out that additionally to the primary peak due to the
diurnal TW, there are secondary peaks exceeding the 95% level of
confidence, the most important of which have been highlighted



Fig. 5. FFT amplitude spectrum, for periods ranging from 16 to 32 h, calculated on
the foEs time series associated to the diurnal periodicity, that was extracted and
filtered from the corresponding spectrograms of year 2000 of Fig. 1, according to
the method described in Pignalberi et al. (2015). See the text for the meaning of the
arrows.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for the year 2009.
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with arrows of different colors: the green ones at about 23 and
25.2 h are consistent with a nonlinear interaction between the
diurnal TW and a PW with a period of about 18 days; the red ones
at about 21.9 and 27 h are consistent with a nonlinear interaction
between the diurnal TW and a PW with a period of about 9–10
days; the blue ones at about 19.4 and 31.6 h are consistent with a
nonlinear interaction between the diurnal TW and a PW with a
period of about 4–5 days. Fig. 6, which is the same as Fig. 5 but for
2009 (low-solar activity), shows that there are no secondary
coupled peaks exceeding the 95% level of confidence. Hence, Fig. 5
and 6 point out two important points: (1) the amplitude mod-
ulation visible in Figs. 1, 2a, 3a, and in the first part of the Fig. 4a, is
certainly caused by a nonlinear interaction between tidal waves
and planetary waves; (2) the nonlinear interaction between tidal
waves and planetary waves is strongly dependent on the solar
activity.

The fact that the amplitude characterizing the modulation of
the diurnal periodicity is greater for high-solar activity than for
low-solar activity is clearly visible also in Fig. 1, where for instance
the years 1989, 1990, and 2000 (years of high-solar activity), show
an amplitude modulation which is greater than that characterizing
the years 1987, 1996, and 2009 (years of low-solar activity).
This feature could be finally explained with a positive correla-
tion between the PW activity and the solar cycle variability, as
described by Jacobi (1998), and as it is also evident by looking at
Figs. 2c, 3c, and 4c which clearly show that the energy associated
to the planetary waves is more important during periods of high-
solar activity than for low-solar activity.

Ultimately, this work shows beyond any doubt that the Es layer,
in terms of the corresponding amplitude modulation caused by a
TW–PW nonlinear interaction, depends on solar activity.
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